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Foreword 
 
I like to think African literature today is sacrificial. No, I do not mean it unifies 
people. Neither does my statement imply that African literature influences 
humanity. By sacrificial, I mean African literature, regardless of geography, culture, 
and possibly heritage, has elements of integrated global ideologies. In tending 
towards becoming extensive, subtly wrapping into other literature, African 
literature has suffered concealed degrees of reorientation and disorientation due to 
the explosive globalization of culture and traditions. Literature, generally, indeed 
goes where language goes, and language today is inwardly gratifying, discreetly 
pointing to the West. Language today is selfish, mental, and the constant, albeit 
political, probing of self-identity.  
 
Yet, to be African, I dare say, has never been to emphasize the love of the self or find 
the self as the case may be. On the contrary, to be African is to love and shamelessly 
drown in love letters that celebrate starving, beckoning nakedness, documenting 
courtship practices in lush words, and expounding the penchant for feasts, festivals, 
and merrymaking in the lovers' body; and history be thanked for my judgment. It is 
to have your depth in the nudity of your lover, exploring the profundity. As this very 
anthology has done, it is to borrow screams from the atmosphere to contemporarily 
mirror the archaeological primacy of African love poetry, from the Egyptian love 
poems in the New Kingdom to the Acoli love songs in South Sudan and Uganda, to 
the Malagasy poetry of Madagascar.  
 
Reclaiming and reinstating into African literary discourse a genre that has long been 
overlooked and understated due to the individuation and politics of contemporary 
poetry, this anthology has extended sensually ancestral parameters. While the poems 
contained might have demonstrated to a very significant extent the essence of 
reasserting an important part of African literature that has long been missing from 
the mainstream, they are first and foremost a projection of love, emotions, and 
consensual sensuality. They testify to the nature and meaning of love in the African 
settings, the one many have come to identify with, the one about the discreteness of 
the beloved and the chicanery of the lover to try to subterfuge or win the beloved 
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over with words, often to have sex with them or for physical union or just for the 
harmony of an expression driven by an intense desire for sanctity. 
 
Such a sanctity is punctuated by stages and artful meanings that typify African 
eroticism. Powerfully erotic, the anthology opens its gaping arms with the first 
typical sanctity — a young lover who disappointedly expresses her love and feelings 
for a man whose boastful words do not match up to his sexual performance. But, of 
course, an offense such as that is unpardonable, and the poet boldly reflects how 
grave a crime it must be in Africa through words that are both worrying and subtly 
deriding. 
 
"But I am here / In the rickety of your bed, counting the beads of sweat falling from 
your brows / Wondering where all your rigorous ramming is going / When I can still 
feel my legs"  
— When All You Feel Is A Tingle (Roseline Mgbodichima) 
 
The poem hinges on the perceived sexual prowess of the mystical African man and 
the flexible arousability of the female sex drive, which by all means is an indication 
of strength. In Africa, sex is first a test of strength before an act of worship. The 
pounding hips, wriggling waists, and reeling knees are true tests of sexual stamina. 
The consequence of which could be tragic if the beloved does not meet the 
predictability of the natural, sexually stimulating lovemaking, couched in strength 
and praises, establishing authority, and celebrated in extolling metaphorical 
references. Thus, if the love must be erotic, it must be crafted in memories wherein 
bodily feelings are suspended and unfelt. Frank and bold lovemaking that transcends 
beyond the physical is indispensable to African eroticism. 
 
Closely working its way up to the first sanctity is love as an act of worship. The 
African erotic literature contains rich repositories of love songs that are ardently 
erotic and intensely spiritual. Fervent worship lies in this spirituality as in the poem 
"We Made Magic." A poem that worships through visceral lines the sexual and the 
sensual. It compares the body of the beloved with several symbols of which are 
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elements (water, fire, and wind), nature (night, moon, and star), and music (guitar, 
chorus, and dance). Organizing a concerto for the beloved, attended by night, moon, 
and stars, then elevated by water, fire, and wind must be nothing short of magic and 
worship. 
 
The star cackles, the moon blisters, 
My fingers romp her nipples into the harmony of a guitar.  
When people say: “we made magic” 
I suppose it’s the sky breathing fire 
— We Made Magic (Ajani Samuel Victor) 
 
The magic of lovemaking is the trickery and illusion of words, floated to triumph 
over the romantic hurdles in its path, to establish a common ground where both the 
lover and the beloved could sate their most burning needs. This makes it an act of 
worship in which love songs call for relaxed morality blended with lasciviousness. 
To worship, therefore, means to exaggeratedly entice, bewitch, and cast a spell 
without throwing off your feelings, as shown in the poems " What Making Love to 
You Should Be," "Sky Burial," "A Lover's Torso in Eyes of Family. Hidden Kisses", 
"Wild Dance," "Incinerating the Cold," and "From Your Laughter We Fashioned a 
Child." A worship love poem would either compare the beloved with elements, 
music, or nature, just as the lover fetches symbols nearest to the imagination of the 
beloved. 
 
 I awoke—this morning, to you humming 
in your sleep—wondering what song  
ripples through your dreams. Lots  
of violins in there,  I  hope, &  
a piano pleated with feathers. 
— From Your Laughter, We Fashioned a Child (Pamilerin Jacob) 
 
Erotic sanctity may also be a form of sexual healing. But with all dialectical discourse 
or eclectic essences, sex, like truth, or morality, is needy. Sexual urges may be likened 
to other biological urges such as hunger, where the sexual is the food. It can be 
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spontaneous or responsive, aroused through several means such as imagination and 
fantasies. The subjectivity of sexual urges has ensured that sex can be imagined, 
created, and recreated for sexual gratification. The sexual in literature, therefore, is 
often formalist or structuralist to reflect the concept of healing. However, as I know 
with competitions and poetic analysis, the sexual share a deep connection with the 
beautiful. One of the poets in the anthology, while describing sexual healing, says: 
 
"Come in, don’t get cold feet now 
Let the fairy lights guide your path  
Come on, take off all your clothing  
Let them slide down your body  
Come over, lie still right here  
Let your desires come to life" 
— Sensual Healing (C.M Okonkwo) 
 
Analyzing the poem has shown that sex, desires, life, and even beauty are all products 
of perception and subjectivity. All imagination. All could be fact and truth. And all 
could be either fact, truth, or none. The perception of the literary sexual is transient 
as its reality. It is defined by a consensus in time and of time. Our sexual perception 
is the result of our polarized myriad healing experiences. These experiences 
punctuate our sexual needs. But at what point does sexual subjectivity become sexual 
universalism? I say at the point of power, relief, and illusion. At the point where 
religion and ethics pretend to be absolute and decide the sexual not to be one of the 
biological ways to heal existential hunger, but as an invention against God.  
 
Regardless, erotic sanctity remains a social experiment. African eroticism is dictated 
by desires, beauty, and experiences. Since the African village is a highly charged 
eroticized environment where love words are floated behind taboos and 
superstitions from the lover to the beloved, sexperimenting eroticism as a form of 
relief and illusion is necessary nourishment. In "Lewd Lords," Tukur Loba Ridwan's 
lover must submit the beloved to a state of intense sexual ecstasy where healing is 
both relief and illusion. The lover must admit the beloved into a fortress of ritual 
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and worship where the beloved, serving as an illusory goddess, must be appeased. 
The essence of metaphors and other comparative references in crafting genuinely 
passionate African erotics that heal, relieve, and deceive offers African lovers the 
possibility of realizing sexual hunger and fleeting sexual completeness.  
 
"I helped him to the bed, holding firm his hands 
I laid at his feet like Ruth with Boaz 
His touch was breath-taking 
His fragrance enough for the lungs 
He gave me a hug, and I reciprocated 
I squeezed till I could not breathe" 
— All a Dream (Omole Glory Deborah) 
 
Words, mostly flowery, serve as a consent weapon for an African love poem, or as it 
would be said, the gatekeeper of the door to consensual intimacy. The concept of 
touch-and-rub-and-kiss, just as the literary orientation of writing about the self 
rather than the beloved, is alien to Africa. Africans first belief is in the word, whether 
spoken, written, or sung. Thus, this anthology's demonstration of the development 
of African love poetry through words, albeit contemporary, exploring the different 
ways that love can be interpreted — testifies to love poetry longevity and endurance. 
More importantly, the anthology has built on the gift-giving long songs of ancestral 
traditions to render an exemplary archival work that re-inaugurates the African 
erotic genre. At a time when the world is shredded apart from the explosiveness of 
integration, questing love, and its several forms of sanctity, here could be the answer 
to why Africans especially must do it right by borrowing ancestral screams from the 
atmosphere.  
 
Aremu Adams Adebisi 
Editor, Newfound, ARTmosterric 
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WHEN ALL YOU FEEL IS A TINGLE  
Roseline Mgbodichinma Anya Okorie 
 
They say the only thing that shatters the ego of a man is the truth / So 
I have chosen not to tell it /But it is hard still / To borrow screams 
from the atmosphere /When all I feel is a tingle -  
 
Olawole, who brings a pin to part an estuary? Who uses a broomstick 
to shift a wide canoe? Who brings a feather to stir aqua?  
 
You boasted of turning women like leaflets - every lip a closed verse / 
Said they screamed your name into the ocean / Said they collected 
your fullness and left knee knocked / But I am here / In the rickety of 
your bed, counting the beads of sweat falling from your brows / 
Wondering where all your rigorous ramming is going / When I can 
still feel my legs.  
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SENSUAL HEALING 
C. M. Okonkwo 
 
Come in, don’t get cold feet now 
Let the fairy lights guide your path 
Come on, take off all your clothing 
Let them slide down your body 
Come over, lie still right here 
Let your desires come to life 
 
Inhale it, the scented aphrodisiac candle 
Let it stimulate your mind 
Feel it, the sweet almond oil 
Let it relax your tensed muscles 
Taste it, the soft caramel chocolate 
Let it prepare you for the pleasure 
 
Like Yoni, let my fingers work those delicate areas 
Like Nuru, let my naked body rub against yours 
Like Tantra, let my hands give you sensual healing 
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GUSHING SPRING  
Adeleke Babatunde  
 
My lover is a spring of old wine,  
she gives of herself freely.  
Walk this land, its length and  
 
breadth, bare. Happen upon a tuft  
of grass— an oasis in the desert.  
Right beneath, you will find an opening  
 
a crack in the rock of flesh.  
Stir the winepress,  
two fingers pressing on one organ. First  
 
there is a moan escaping the lips,  
a shaking taking over the legs,  
a stirring of hormones, tectonic plates shifting 
 
an opening of water-gates.  
Gush, a splash right in your face.  
Cup your hands, lap up this wine. 
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MUSCLE MEMORY. 
Aisha Kabiru Mohammed  
 
My body/ 
Broken, begging, yearning/ 
Loving, tasting, feeling 
Yours/ 
Broken, bruised, shattered/ 
Here/ 
Moans fill up the room cocooning us/ 
In it/ 
We tend each other's wounds/ 
Here/ 
Our bodies learn to heal. 
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WE MADE MAGIC 
Ajani Samuel Victor 
 
Tonight, let us burn at the fiery feet of youthfulness. 
Sway your legs into the expanse of a wing, 
Pray a silky sail of this rod of life, 
Howl the night into a clasp of passion. 
The star cackles, the moon blisters, 
My fingers romp her nipples into the harmony of a guitar. 
When people say: “we made magic” 
I suppose it’s the sky breathing fire 
Over the pants of two, as evening stretches into night, 
I suppose it’s the chorus of embers 
Cannonading a room into a sea of flames. 
Tonight, let us burn in the scents of sacrifice,  
Chuff for more like deer after the waters. 
Tonight, let fire dance on our tongues 
Like the day of Pentecost. 
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ENDINGS 
Emmanuel Faith 
 
Ecstasy begins with my fingers sprawling across your shimmering skin, 
Taking a stroll down your spine, crisscrossing your crest, your chin. 
Our lips lock as kisses ease into gentle moans 
And melodies of sweet nothings play on your eardrum. 
 
What is Eden if not spreading your legs like a rumour? 
While my tongue, a gentle armour plough across your field of pleasure. 
 
Mother said, ‘“Don’t trust strangers; these rules are made to keep you 
safe.” 
 
But isn’t safety staring at your gaze, 
Seeing the stars that glitter as your body clings to mine 
Fingers intertwine, and the world stands still? 
 
Isn’t trust built with each tingling thrust encrusted with lust? 
Your gasp and gags, a symphony as you slurp up my rod? 
 
Silence… 
 
Who would have thought I’d give the ring 
To a one-night stand that happened after drinks? 
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ONCE A VIRGIN BOY 

Elijah Christopher 
 

I was scared to have sex 
Until I was pushed 
By a bottle of gin 

Mixed with the voices 
Of naughty friends. 

 
Only then was I 

Able to dip my quill 
In blood to pen such a 

Painful, pleasurable poem. 
 

At first, the sound, 
'Oh my God!'  when she 

Screamed made me feel like 
The devil, but afterward, 

A saviour healing her wounds… 
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ANIMALISTIC INSTINCTS 
Adebiyi Adedoyin 
 
Beautiful petals dancing in the wind, 
Ready to be plucked, ready to be hand-picked. 
Conspicuous and pink calling to the diseased, 
The rapier unsheathed to cut off the shoot 
The roots appeased and the stems are at ease 
The anthers stand horizontally strong, the stamens at alert 
The faces contort and the glands enlarge 
The specks of dust are dispersed and the cup intact 
The anthill will crumble, and the red earth will sing 
The animals we see, to come from within 
It’s just sex - let it be, don’t twist the words 
to be made unfit when we are slaves to these instincts. 
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A GAME OF COUNTING  
Adeleke Babatunde  
 
To count the abacus that is the bead around your lover's waist—  
 
1 Strip the overcoat, the silky top on milky skin. 
2 Drop two kisses— one on the sternum, the other full on the lips. 
3 Peel away the last piece of clothing, welcome home.  
4 Examine the frame holding the strings– perfection. 
4 Hold your breath, exhale slowly. You have lost a sense of numbers. 
5 Slide each bead along the string— count till eternity. 
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A CHAMELEON DENIES ITS COLOUR TO SAVE ITS SKIN. 
Aiyejinna Abraham Oshokunofa 
 
I don't have the guts to say this to you, just as you never 
told your aunt we loved each other. It is called being adap- 
tive — a chameleon denies its colour to save its skin. 
 
I still stand behind you, measuring your soft waist with  
my palms / like two clamps on the Eiffel tower / as we stare 
into the sun hiding behind a glass tower, just like me.  
 
We go to the cinema to see the latest edition of the Titanic, 
& smile at each other when Jack & Rose drown in the sea. 
We know the water is a metaphor for what's making them 
want each other's eyes &lips / &hands &skins / &chests.  
 
You love makeup classes; I hope you learn how to paint 
turmeric on a boy covered in grey—whose eyes are clouds; 
when it rains, it is just the clouds thinking of the sky  
 
as a lonely heart. I see all these & the impossibilities  
that scar them. What is fantasy, if not proof I am flesh? 
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SHALL WE? 
Ajani Samuel Victor 
 
Shall we make the earth sing numbers the way  
A Nightingale tootle night into a melody? 
 
Shall we interknit our fingers into a crest of love? 
Shall we awaken the slumbering sepals 
In the consonance that puffs in our embrace? 
 
Shall we paint walls of the sky in a chroma of your beauty? 
Shall we make a litany of this moment 
Before it slackens into a drench of memories? 
 
Shall we scribble our names in annals of emotions 
Like an engraver piercing the edges of a rock? 
Love is rearranging language for risk — 
 
And for you, I won’t mind losing to gain. 
 
Take my heart, make it an art piece,  
A safe house, a white page for love and poem. 
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SKY BURIAL 
Nwankwo Prosper O.  
 
above me, heaven is a nude woman, breathing 
down duly sun-shower upon a dismantled man before 
 
her bosomed moons skied. & by the logic of her  
wantonness nature's urge unravels: a curious man's  
 
instrument gauging climes, exploring coasts, 
intercoursing with celestials. her far pouring attention 
 
kisses—the sunseeker—the wind bender—the explorer 
of moon & stars— closer, until he ripens, to earn the 
 
urge or as the wanted rain man summoning her lusty 
sun for a burial beneath her weather or bear a taste of 
 
the bland fruitful fog of her rainbow on his tongue: 
her gay exhibitionism of mother nature, his preying  
 
eyes descend upon is paradise to his soul starving for 
purgatory as days prolong in the cyclones of breaths 
 
sentenced forever. briefly, he decomposes in her 
worldly gaze, mouth like an animal, hands like scavengers... 
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a lover's torso in eyes of family. hidden kisses. 
Njikonye Charles 
 
Spread me like clouds bathe the skies 
I know mother's mind is spinning a web to hook us in the euphoria of 
our moans/ her disdain 
And your father? 
O, he's a house on fire/ our romance, fuel/ a sable dot in his eyes. 
 
Where do we satisfy this dusk, my love?  
Wherein do we make love in this land hampered by spite? 
 
O, how savory are the lips of your physique, which beats me into a 
melodic crate of whimpers and intense breathing. 
Every tree in the scrub beside the river's mouth could tell the sounds 
of our moans in sex/ although brisk/ candy-like honey in honey. 
 
You divulge— my wet glimmer loots you of fear to lie to your parents 
why your return from the river came tardily. 
At times, I daydream about being— one, stretch marks on your bosom 
Your lipstick bleaches my misery/ vulva, a hamlet of thousand 
pleasure 
When we become man and wife/ every element in our cabin will 
breathe/ alive. 
 
I want to devour you like a flytrap/ catch your gaze burning through 
the ripples of my touch 
I can moon the day and sun the twilight for you/ soil a bare planet to 
behold you ripen. 
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WILD DANCE 
C. M. Okonkwo 
 
Day breaks at the wrong time, announced by dogs howling at the 
backyard 
A slice of the bright morning light invades through the blinds  
But neither one stirs your lover from your backside 
 
You are shot into space as your bodies merge, chest to backbone 
Brightly-coloured stars in the galaxy turn to butterflies 
They converge in your tummy and do a backflip 
 
You return to earth to the action, with tempo sure to give a backache 
The thumping is heavy, fast, consistent, and rhythmic  
Like a jazz drummer, it provides a backbeat 
 
Sweat streams down your bodies, but the rocking causes a backrush 
The loud clasping is like music, engaging you in a wild dance 
Lost in ecstasy, you throw your head backward 
 
Your bodies tremble before they stiffen as your senses take a 
backseat 
Your hearts skip at the explosion of juices in a climaxed ending 
Then your bodies soften, like tenderised pieces of backsey 
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INCINERATING THE COLD 
Enobong Ernest Enobong 
 
in the dark-blue eyes of a frigid night,/ an ebony woman lays bare 
and wide on a cosy duvet./ for it is tonight, that two black coals will 
make a bonfire;/ and man and woman will work like a blazing needle 
and thread/ to knit warmth out of the night's cold Kitenge./ it is 
tonight, that chemical ignitions will breeze through brains and seal 
sanity for a moment./ 
 
& nobody will go weary./ or is it not this woman who—in the sizzle of 
the sun—/ handles an axe like a razor and sunders wood-like tissue?/ 
and this man, who—in forests of opaque canopies—/ wrestles down 
jaguars with naked fists? 
 
today, the night watches, again, the rhythmic silhouette of fervid 
gamers in a semi-lit room./ today, from the intrusive croaks of frogs 
and chirps of crickets, the night sieves/ the carnal conversation of 
woman and man. 
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FROM YOUR LAUGHTER WE FASHIONED A CHILD 
Pamilerin Jacob 
 
I awoke—this morning, to you humming 
in your sleep—wondering what song 
ripples through your dreams. Lots   
 
of violins in there, I hope, &  
a piano pleated with feathers.  
 
How etched you are  
into bed… your breath slithering  
 
through the pillow’s pores, pouring  
in all directions of my life.  
 
Last night, I slept, pondering 
your laughter—that green seed lodged 
 
between my hemispheres. Dreaming,  
I saw a child crawl out of it. 
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BURNT OFFERINGS 

Kokoro Martins Seunfunmi 
 

Tonight, on this bed 
We're broken sentences 

On a torn paper 
But we're statements 

Every letter 
Speaks a word 

Or we could be poetry 
On a starry night- 

What lovers recite to each other 
Before they got burnt 

By the fire they set 
To warm themselves. 
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I KNOW I AM NOT ABOVE THE LAW 
George Victory Uzoma 
 
My hormones say to write you the things I cannot tell with my mouth— 
& I scrawl that 
The distance between your skin and mine should beat any 
microscopic eye. 
& the language of your body is my mother tongue. Fluent. 
 
The fairies tell me that you store love emojis in a candy jar. 
& I swore by Eros to find it & break into it with a burglar's fury. 
I know I am not above the law, so let my penance be that I'd 
Drink you as though you were cool water. 
& eat you like you were my favourite delicacy. 
 
I am writing you letters you'll hide from your ma and pa, 
Letters that'll leak moisture from the insides of your trembling thighs. 
Because in this poem, I exist only to catch love emojis. 
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POETRY - PEACE OF THE NIGHT 
Maliki Muhammed  
 
The town is still once again 
                  Save for the lamp  
  that burns gently within the shed 
Projecting on the enclosing bricks 
             like moving pictures 
Two dark figures melt to fit as one 
 
           The whisper of their soft talks 
   Twitters into the silence of the night 
Fold within the grip of each other arm 
     Two souls entwine to lock as one 
 
Like the plunge of a submerging ship 
He sinks deeply into her beautiful rim 
Sets her in quake to         his striking pace 
For bliss in the cloud of his enchant frame  
 
Thigh on thigh with his back to the ground  
She put off the lamp  
                 to let the peace of the night be. 
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ABOUT LAST NIGHT! 
Medemaku Selome Lawrence 
 
Fingers groped in darkness 
Words whispered next to silence  
Legs entwined below 
Moans known and given high and low 
Lips locked in embrace 
Heartbeats ditto a finished race 
Breaking breath ushered in sweetness 
Roused rigid membrane gave way to softness 
This morning before the sheet, I stand 
Roughed and stained by last night's magical wand 
By bills paid in heavenly ecstasy 
Last night's call of His name was never heresy 
We were held in paradise 
Yes! Last night was spent in paradise. 
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mutiny of gametes. passion spews a whirlwind. 
Njikonye Charles 
 
Cupid wafted ceiling that very night we made love 
I entered you/ your ovaries pleaded my sperm/ haste. 
Yet another day, your flower failed to blossom/ blood/ menstruation/ 
ceased 
On that train thought of the days we sank in the turf/ you 
remembered/ sobbed 
Body grazing body/ lips dissolving grief/ my chest, your affectionate 
demise. 
 
Lo, we converged/ you divulged it was maturing. 
I morsel my lips and slung 10 shades at the moans you made/ mind 
spinning/ I sank in the thought of your bust 
Stomach/ my hands on it/ sang a lullaby to the younger in you. 
Like fireflies lit up a sable night/ our moans brought back a time, 
now/ man was birthed 
I renewed my oath to you and little Peter in your womb/ feeling 
hands like my gaze at your bosom the third twilight we made love 
Aye/ we synced that night and our moans, rhythmic/ crickets, birds 
partook. 
 
We never wanted to be parents this early/ our sex gametes betrayed 
us/ a great boon it is. 
How do we live knowing our sex gametes betrayed us/ this gift would 
have been deterred by a condom? 
Whilst cemented/ the walls of our love. 
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WILD DARLING WIND 
Nwankwo Prosper O 
 
wild darling wind is what you are,  
on my body like the universe is a 
 
book of discoveries. you wear nature's 
countenance in the cinema of water, & sit 
 
a flowery wave hidden in calm storm on 
me, a ship bound to wreck in your pink 
 
sea— of water-slapping my rocked-passion 
making you a birdsong. sail my soul across 
 
shores in your salted screams between realities  
and dreams, of wet imaginations rubbing  
 
naked minds, exploring depths rippled  
deep in truer selves, wearing-off scales of  
 
doubts & sharpening my stoned flesh  
drunk in your sexual water, keep me  
 
afloat               sunk in your waterlogged existence. 
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I WON’T STOP LOVING YOU 
Adedayo Ademokoya 
 
tonight, let my body become the sheath 
you bury your sword–rest from battle. 
every contour of my skin thirsts for your 
hands. tonight, let my eyes become the 
path we tread from lost to lust & your lips 
the magic weapon of destruction 
tearing down these walls. tonight, let us 
be lost in each other’s bodies–thrusting 
& moaning for the night has blessed us 
with its coolness. i mean to love you 
forever & with this unending moment, 
i won’t stop loving you. 
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[FIVE THINGS THAT MAKE YOU MY RELIGION] 
Taofeek Ayeyemi 
 
1. i want to be able to kiss you anytime life tastes bad. 
 
2. i want to trace your body with my fingers 
    stop at the thing God hides & find a nightingale singing trust.  
 
3. it's not about padlocks. 
     i want to be sure your body is a temple 
     only i have access to worship. 
 
4. truly, i'm not sand pouring itself 
    over the body of a fatigued hospice. 
    i only want to become a pebble that danced 
    to the whips of a waterfall but return home 
    to make the tombstone of his grief. 
 
– there's a way i will hold you, like the rock 
   of Gibraltar: you'll never fall. except in love [& lust]. 
 
 5. i will stand at the edge of your heart 
     & make a call to prayer. 
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HIS FAVOURITE 
Olumuyiwa Adesokun 
 
Slowly with her hips 
She rocked to the alluring music. 
 
His eyes crazed with desire 
Left no room for a debate 
On who his favourite was. 
 
His wife 
Keen on his whereabouts 
Waited at home. 
 
Eager to lament about 
A student of hers 
Who supports herself as a stripper. 
 
His favourite. 
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ODE TO THE LINE BETWEEN LONGING AND AROUSAL 
Ọbáfẹ́mi Thanni 
 
In your absence, let your fingers reach 
Behind my tongue and steal the words 
I was yet to mouth. 
 
In your absence, let my fingers run 
Against the spine of your desire 
And return with a different wetness. 
 
In your presence, let me say thirst 
And you respond touch. 
Let me say skin, and you respond drown. 
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AMAPIANO 
Olowo Qudus Opeyemi 
 
              our duvet went dry & glacial  
at dusk— I could feel your frosty feet 
 
as they clung to my torrid thighs/ 
                    —solace gripped me beneath 
 
              fog peeped through the unclad window 
& the wintry wind whistled— jazz 
 
of ecstasy/my soppy palms 
                   sought haven in your wrapper 
 
                 you called me by my third name 
then— I knew your body was mine/ 
 
we /purged/ synth of holiness 
                 a tonic sol-fa of lust— we purred 
 
                        into each other's sultry lips 
 a pious sermon of sensation.   
 
then you raged out fluids— & moaned like an 'amapiano' 
 
Amapiano: is a style of house music that emerged in South Africa in 
2012. It is a mix of house, jazz and lounge music characterized by 
synths, airy pads, wide, and percussive basslines. 
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soul music: making love into the future 
Tukur Loba Ridwan 
 
we slow jam and smooch to the soundtracks in this room/ my discs of 
soul doing the most/ like a silhouette in a 90s movie scene/ I've shed 
your jeans onto the floor/ no contraceptives, and you lead me 
through the rhythm/ of your blues like braxton/ I feel the music on 
your caramel body/ the pulse of your chest/ and the sugar rush of 
your hormones/ clashing with mine/ you taste like salt-n-pepa/ you 
rub my muscles like d'angelo/ I stroke you up and lay you down/ on a 
musical time travel to the old skool/ 'cause we both like it that way/ 
our bodies are weapons/ that whips and chains cannot replace/ your 
nails digging into my back/ as you take my burrows and strokes/ and 
by the time we are back to reality/ back to life as soul 2 soul lovers/ 
it's the end of 2020 already/ and the world is just trying to breathe 
through chaos/ trying to relive a new phase of life/ and we already 
have a teenage boy/ who desires to change his sex/ to please his 
high school man-crush 
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A BEACH LUST 
Olowo Qudus Opeyemi 
 
dusk fled & the sultry sun laid /mute/ 
the clouds thrusted into a coop of fervent ardor 
—in the midst of the beach throngs, I saw Phlora!  
as she swayed with the stark sea breeze 
her waist wabbled & sent a waft  
of last night’s exploit when in the nocturnal silence, 
we went errantly bare, /swapped fervid sweats of lust/ 
& broke our bodies into a bound of covet 
her lips thrummed & all I heard was my —sobriquet 
she fondled my ears with lewd fingers & 
...we pinned one another onto the soggy sands  
I glared into her lecherous iris & 
I saw an inferno of fiery desires 
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HELLVEN 
Oluwasegun Edun Joseph 
 
. 
she led me through a path 
that turns boys into men 
and make kings lose their crown 
i treaded severally until 
my rod and my staff 
couldn't comfort me 
but men like me know so well 
that to flee from a battle 
is to fight another day 
and there is no dignity 
in going to hellven just 
the way we came 
and when she asked why 
i couldn't endure another round 
i told her; 
the spirit is willing 
but the body is weak. 
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ALL A DREAM 
Omole Glory Deborah  
 
From top to middle 
I unbuttoned his neatly ironed shirt  
He smiled back at me as he untied my carefully packed hair 
I helped him to the bed, holding firm his hands 
I laid at his feet like Ruth with Boaz 
His touch was breath-taking 
His fragrance enough for the lungs 
He gave me a hug, and I reciprocated 
I squeezed till I could not breathe 
Till I heard my name ringing in my left ear 
“Stop hugging the pillow, you'll disfigure it.”  
And it was all a dream!  
Reminiscing on the dream my stomach rumbled with love. 
Love came as life, and life it was, in my belly. 
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HOMEOSTASIS 
Pamilerin Jacob 
 
that one time, at Dominos  
we spread laughter atop pizza  
because it tasted like dry bread, flavourless & 
we sat, monitoring cameras monitoring 
us. you wanted a kiss. but in  
Nigeria, a woman could be arrested 
for being too happy   for owning her body 
so 
I fed you pizza slices instead. safety  
first.    but your desire  

could take no fetters.  
 
you—unhinged sound, ballooning in 
my thorax—went straight for my right thigh 
& tapped twice with your fingers 
  

awakening me.  
 
First appeared on www.africanwriter.com. 
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TELL ME THAT YOU LOVE ME 
Seun Lari-Williams 
 
Kabiru, 
 
I will tell you that I love you 
when the sun comes out at night. 
Or when it’s break of dawn 
but the sun forgets to rise. 
 
Come thirtieth February, 
you shall be my valentine. 
I shall be all yours 
and I, too, shall call you mine. 
 
My waist beads will jingle for you 
on the thirty-first of June. 
But if you cannot wait, 
we could meet tonight at noon 
 
when I will show you the kind of love 
that the sun shows the moon. 
You just bring your flute, 
and I will dance to your tune. 
 
When trees get tired of standing 
and decide to take their leave, 
you will wrap me in your arms 
like moimoi leaves; 
 
you will climb this orange tree 
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and take hold of its fruit. 
Our legs and hearts intertwined 
until we squeeze out its juice. 
 
Signed, 
The woman of your dreams, 
The fork for your soup, 
Sade. 
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WHAT MAKING LOVE TO YOU SHOULD BE 
Shomade Abdulazeez 
 
darling, when fingers play on your body, it should make you titter like 
a delectable pun. every touch on your body should be carefully 
crafted like poignant diction bleeding into each other to give you 
enjambed goosebumps. goosebumps that break your heartbeat into 
a rhythmic quatrain of wild desires. 
 
sweetheart, you need not be rushed to climax like a first draft. for the 
things that bring mist to your torso are open to editing, swaying, and 
swerving like in experimental poems. so, my love, bringing you the 
peak should be like a final draft— heated yet pleasurable, hectic yet 
satisfying.  
 
you see, making love to you should be poetry—intentional, delicate & 
intense. 
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THE PSALM OF WATER 
Taofeek Ayeyemi 
 
a camel may not pass the eye of a needle 
but a needle can travel the camel's body in a million ways 
i can count the days i walk into/over the body of water 
but i lost count weighing the size of water in my body 
last night i read to myself the names of water: 
rain. river. dew. spring. stream. ocean. sea. pond. fountain. waterfall.  
& i asked if i should include urine, sweat & tears. 
may the spring in my mistress's chest bear me witness; 
may the rain i fall between her thighs join this testimony – 
i know the names of water. & i know liquids that are not water. 
 
 
First published in 2019 by Erogospel 
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LEWD LORDS 
Tukur Loba Ridwan 
 
You're my heresy. The thought of another god has escaped my 
mind— I am worshipping love at a shrine built with the bones of a 
woman— her squirts are the libation, the aromatics I binge on. 
Everything about you is a ritual— the Òsuns and Oyas of our heritage 
hold grudges against you. You're taking away all that belongs to 
other gods, including my obsessive faith in your arousals. I observe 
this ritual as your body's fortress is down like a ravaged palace. My 
fire razes and strips you of all inhibitions— you're now open to me like 
your mouth to my tongue, serving your buffet and gourmet, holding 
me by your loose hips and tight walls. You bully my groin and I 
protest with a hard-on. I feast on a goddess, and she is appeased. 
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LUST MOMENT 
Kokoro Martins Seunfunmi 
 
It took your mother nine months 
To give you hands and legs 
It took about two years 
To feed you through her chest 
There are different other qualities 
It took your mother 
Different meaningful years to give you 
But you gave it all to a boy 
In one night 
When your neighbour's son 
Bit your clit'  
And told you how nice it felt 
The aftermath was father staring at you 
As if you were not the child he once loved. 
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Adebiyi Adedoyin is a graduate of the University of Lagos, where she 
studied Botany and fell in love with the beauty of plants. She is also a writer 
and designer in her spare time when she isn't watching movies or making 
dresses. 
 
 
Adedayo Ademokoya is a Nigerian poet who believes in the potency of 
words and writing from the heart. He is passionate about life, love, loss, family, 
and anything that catches his fancy. His works have been published on Brave 
Arts Africa, Thought Catalog, Praxis Magazine, Kalahari Review, Wild Word, 
Indian Periodical, and elsewhere.  
 
 
Adeleke Babatunde is a Nigerian poet, writer, and columnist with the 
Nigerian Tribune. He believes that words can be used to recreate our 
existence. He explores various themes and experiences to sharpen his 
creative edge. His poems have appeared in Erogospel, Kalahari Review, and 
anthologies, including Today I Choose Joy, For Those Who Find Love, and 
elsewhere.  
 
He also writes a weekly Erotica series, Eros on Sundays, exploring the 
mysticism and godliness of the erotic experience. He lives in Ibadan, Nigeria. 
You can connect with him on Twitter and Instagram @lakezWrites. 
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Aisha Kabiru Mohammed is a Law Student at Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, 
Kaduna State. Aisha is a poet, essayist, and fiction writer. Her pieces revolve 
around identity, feminism, and the African mind and body as political and 
spiritual entities. In 2019 Aisha won the inaugural Andrew NOK poetry prize 
awarded by YELF, which she judged in 2020. When she isn't studying law and 
writing, you can find her drinking tea, reading, stroking cats, and volunteering 
to spread mental health awareness and end SGBV. Aisha currently hosts a 
podcast segment for Ayamba lit cast called "poet box series." 
 
 
Aiyejinna Abraham Oshokunofa is an upcoming poet fascinated by 
unanswered questions. Presently, he studies Applied (Industrial) Chemistry at 
Usmanu Danfodiyo University, Sokoto. His poems are published (or 
forthcoming) on Brittle paper, The Rush magazine, EBOquills, PRAXIS, EOPP 
2020 finalists' anthology: Beyond the veil of walls. He was a finalist for the 
Nigerian News Direct Poetry prize, 2020.  
Instagram: @aiyejinnaab. Twitter: @AiyejinnaAB. 
 
 
Ajani Samuel Victor is a creative writer, (performance) poet, and political 
enthusiast. He was a Semi-finalist at the 2020 Jack Grapes Poetry Prize and 
was shortlisted for the 2020 Kreative Diadem Annual Writing contest. He is a 
writer at the Invincible Quill Magazine. His works are/forthcoming on FeralLit 
Journal, Ethelzine, Eboquills Mag, MadnessMuse Press, Praxis mag, The 
Hellebore lit mag, FEED Litag, Augment Review, and elsewhere.  
Twitter: @solvic16 
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C. M. Okonkwo is a French-speaking, award-winning Nigerian author who 
grew up in Lagos and moved to France to study, where she obtained three 
degrees. She currently practices HR as a profession, and writing is her 
passion, which is fuelled by her love for travel and tourism, where she pulls 
experiences and merges them with her limitless imagination. 
 
She has published more than 25 books across various genres (crime, thriller, 
literary fiction, erotica, romance, horror, science fiction, fantasy, and 
nonfiction). She’s an active member of the International Thriller Writers and 
PEN Nigeria (where she is the secretary of the Editorial Board) and the current 
secretary (2020 – 2022) of the Association of Nigerian Authors - Lagos 
chapter. 
 
 
Elijah Christopher is a Nigerian poet and fiction writer, a journalist, a lover of 
music, and an IoT enthusiast.  
 
He is one of the contributors of the poem 'A Thousand Bubbles Rise,' a 
collaborative work celebrating Edwin Morgan, the Scottish poet laureate. His 
recent short story "Life In Between The Wheels of a Bicycle" was published in 
Door Is a Jar Literary Magazine 2021 (Issue 18). 
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Emmanuel Faith is an HR professional, poet, and once in a blue moon writer 
who lives in Lagos. Presently the Lead, People, and Culture of one of the 
burgeoning fin-techs in Africa, he finds solace in poetry and enjoys 
meandering through rhymes and rhythms. A former winner of Brigitte Poirson 
Poetry contest, Albert Jungers Poetry Prize, and other notable contests, his 
debut poetry collection, Lagos Doesn’t Sleep, was an exciting adventure. He 
is also the co-author of Adulting in Nigeria. 
 
He is on Twitter and Instagram as @themmanuelfaith 
 
 
Enobong Ernest Enobong is a Nigerian writer and resident of Lagos. He 
writes creative nonfiction, flash fiction, and poetry (including haiku). The 
themes of his works include nature, humanity, culture, Africanism, social and 
national consciousness, nostalgic events, politics, the Divine, and death.  
 
Enobong‘s works have been published by Praxis Magazine, Haikuniverse, 
Nnoko Stories, The Shallow Tales Review, Nantygreens Magazine, Nymph 
Journal, Words Rhymes and Rhythm, Writenow Literary Journal, The Zen 
Space, Wales Haiku  Journal, and elsewhere. 
 
Currently, Enobong is a law student at the University of Lagos. 
 
 
George Victory Uzoma is a Biafran boy. 
He spends his time drinking zobo at Iyke’s house. 
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Kokoro Martins Seunfunmi is a Nigerian and a 300-level Mass 
Communication student at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. He is a budding 
novelist, poet, content creator, relationship counsellor, motivational speaker, 
quotes creator, graphic designer, and ghost-writer. 
 
 
Maliki Muhammed is a Nigerian poet as well as a construction worker. He is 
enthusiastic about innovation, transformation, and social improvement 
through the art and science of creativity. Over the years, he has developed an 
appreciable sense of imagery with words and a mastery of other artforms 
 
 
Medemaku Selome Lawrence is a freelance translator and writer. He 
graduated with a bachelor's degree in Foreign Languages from the University 
of Benin, Nigeria. He has published works written in French and English 
Languages. He is the author of Sidney: the emergence of a hero (2020). 
 
 
Njikonye Charles (he/him) writes stories, poems, and blog posts. He enjoys 
watching films, reading, and doing research online. His works have appeared 
in NantyGreens, Qwenu, and others. He aspires to be a medical doctor and a 
best-selling author. He has interests in climate change, entrepreneurship, and 
filmmaking. 
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Nwankwo Prosper O. is a Nigerian writer and poet. Some of his works have 
been featured or forthcoming in EroGospel, Praxis, Akuko, The Anthology of 
Boys Are Not Stones, The Quills Issue, Wrongdoing, Peeking Cat, Feral 
Journal, and elsewhere. Say Hola to him on Twitter: @nwankwoprosper8. 
 
 
Ọbáfẹ́mi Thanni is a genre-bending writer whose poetry was the third-place 
winner of the Nigerian Newsdirect Poetry Prize 2020. He is a reader at The 
Masters Review and is currently making attempts at beauty while applying for 
a citizenship in Lucille. 
 
 
Olowo Qudus Opeyemi is a Nigerian poet and spoken word artiste. He 
writes from both Lagos and Kwara state. His works have appeared in the 
BPPC anthologies, Cón-scìò magazine, Nakss Magazine (Unilorin chapter), 
etc. He made the longlist of the Annual PIN food poetry contest and the 
Nigeria News Direct Poetry Prize 2020. Qudus is not only interested in the 
literary arts; he is also a performing arts enthusiast. He is currently studying 
Sociology at the University of Ilorin, Kwara state. When he is less busy, he 
enjoys exploring politics, humanity, religion, and philosophy. He is the 
author of "Flowers & Thorns" (a poetry chapbook), which is his debut poetry 
book. 
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Olumuyiwa Adesokun is a poet, creative, and music enthusiast. His debut 
poetry collection, The Taxi Driver and Other Poems explores themes that 
reflect our contemporary realities that draw attention to neglected 
conversations, embellished with humour.  
 
In addition to writing, Muyiwa expresses his artistic explorations through 
photography, design, and film. After his daily quota of traffic, he covertly 
works on his bucket list. One of which is to take photographs of endangered 
species. 
 
He enjoys birdwatching and learning Spanish. 
 
He currently lives in the colourful city of Lagos, Nigeria. 
 
 
Oluwasegun Edun Joseph (Eduncation) is a Web Developer and a 
graduate of Peter Akinola Foundation, where he studied Information 
Communication Technology. Writing, for him is an escape and he revels in its 
serenity, peace, and ambiguity. 
 
 
Omole Glory Deborah is a graduate of Kwara State University with a 
bachelor’s degree in public health. She writes fiction, poetry, and nonfiction. 
She is a spoken word artist and has had few opportunities to perform her 
works. Her pen and stage name is Debbyspeaks. The theme of her works 
includes mental health, sexual purity, relationship, and salvation.  
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Pamilerin Jacob is a Nigerian poet and editor whose poems have appeared 
in Barren Magazine, Agbowó, Palette Poetry, Lit Quarterly, & elsewhere. He 
was the second runner-up for Sevhage Poetry Prize 2019. He is a member of 
The UnSerious Collective, Founding Editor of EREMITE POETRY, Managing 
Editor (The African Writers), and Poetry Ambassador (Nigeria) for The Global 
Poetics Project.  
 
Author of Gospels of Depression and two other chapbooks; he is the Curator 
of PoetryColumn-NND, a poetry column in Nigerian NewsDirect, a national 
newspaper; reach him on Twitter @pamilerinjacob. 
 
 
Roseline Mgbodichinma is a Fiction Contributing Editor for Barren 
magazine, a Poetry Mentor and Writing Fellowship alumnus at SprinNG, and 
an NF2W scholar in poetry. Her works have been published or are 
forthcoming in Isele, Native Skin, Kalahari, West Trestle Review, Hellebore 
press, Artmosterrific, and elsewhere. She is interested in the humanity of 
people and blogs at  www.mgbodichi.com  
 
 
Seun Lari-Williams is a lawyer, poet, and flutist. His first anthology, “Garri for 
Breakfast,” was longlisted for the 2017 NLNG Nigeria Prize for Literature. His 
other honours include winning second prize in the 2019 Guardian 
Newspaper Poetry Competition and the 2019 NiSIG Writing Competition. He 
lives in Antwerp, Belgium, with Feyi, his wife. Find Seun on Facebook for more 
insight into his imagination. 
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Shomade Abdulazeez is a literary enthusiast, a lover of everything art, 
nature, music, and everything in between. He is a creative writer and poet 
with an unwavering yearn for personal development. He believes in the 
investment in humanity and the conservation of nature. 
 
 
Taofeek Ayeyemi (fondly called Aswagaawy) is a Nigerian lawyer, writer, 
and author of Tongueless Secrets (Ethel Press, 2021) and aubade at night 
or serenade in the morning (Flowersong Press, 2021). His works have 
appeared in Lucent Dreaming, Ethel-zine, artmosterrific, tinywords, The 
Pangolin Review, hedgerow, the QuillS, Modern Haiku, Frogpond, and 
elsewhere. He won, among others, the Honorable Mention Prizes in the 
2020 Stephen DiBiase Poetry Contest, 2020 Akita International Haiku 
Contest, and 2020 Fujisan Taisho International Tanka Contest. He is 
Taofeek Ayeyemi on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
 
Tukur Loba Ridwan writes from a coastal axis in Lagos Island. He explores 
the vastness, finiteness, sanctity, and vanity of existence: memories, identity, 
creation, lust, ruins, and loss.  
 
His poems appear/are forthcoming in Pensive Journal, Gyroscope Review, 
Cordite Poetry Review, The African Writers Magazine, Kalahari Review, Rising 
Phoenix, ARTmosterrific, INKspired, Libretto Magazine, Erogospel, 
EBOQuills, Poemify Magazine, Nigiga Review, The Quills, Afropoetry 
Anthology and elsewhere.  
 
He won the Brigitte Piorson Monthly Poetry Contest (March 2018) and was 
shortlisted in few others, including the Eriata Oribhabor Poetry Prize 2020. 
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THE EDITORS 
 
Jide Badmus is an electrical engineer. He is 
inspired by beauty and destruction; he 
believes that things in ruins were once 
beautiful. 
 
Jide explores themes around sensuality and 
healing. His literary philosophy is wrapped 
around conceptual duality and brevity. 
 

He is the author of There is a Storm in my Head, Scripture, and Paper Planes 
in the Rain. He writes from Lagos, Nigeria. You can reach him on 
Twitter @bardmus, IG @instajhide, and email jidebadmus@gmail.com 
 
 
Oyindamola Shoola is a writer, feminist, and blogger. She is also the Co-

founder of SprinNG, a non-profit organization 
dedicated to supporting Nigerian writers. 
  
In 2017 and 2018, she was awarded by Nigerian 
Writers Award as one of the top 100 influential 
Nigerian Writers under the age of 40.  
  
She has published several books and you can find 
her on Instagram @Oyindamolashoola. 
Website: www.shoolaoyin.com  
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ABOUT THE AFRO-EROS ANTHOLOGY 

 
We have read several anthologies about love, its coyness, fragility, 

joy, and sometimes, heartbreak. What’s often shied from in the 
narratives of love, especially in many African cultures, is its involving 
eros and sexuality. Even when such is written about, it is bound with 

entities that water and wrap it up as though such experience is 
sinful, shameful, or worse, inexistent. 

 
Often, when “black voices” or “afro voices” are used, it is only in the 

context of activism or a revolution. There are several limitations in 
finding our voices in a plethora of ordinary human experiences like 
eros and sex. Worse, even among Africans, the topic is only led by 

European ideologies, practices, imagination, and sometimes, 
standards leading to a misrepresentation of ourselves and 

misalignment with our cultures.  
  

In this anthology, we have collated the revealing, authentic, pure, 
funny, regretting, teasing, memorable, descriptive, and importantly, 

relatable in this theme. We selected the provoking, simple, 
experimental, playful, what follows the rules or breaks them. Rather 

than treat the topic of sex, eros, and sexuality as an ingredient 
needing context, this anthology serves as a meal to interested 

readers of the specific subject. 


